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0. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we study a certain finite Lie algebra, g, associated with a 
finite group of Lie type, G. The maximal tori of g are determined (assuming 
certain characteristic restrictions), and it is shown that the number of G- 
orbits of these depends only on the Weyl group. For each maximal torus of g 
there is a decomposition of g into generalized weight spaces. With additional 
hypotheses we show that each subgroup of G containing a maximal torus has 
an associated subalgebra of g, and the subalgebras arising in this manner are 
precisely those that contain a maximal torus. The association provides a 
computationally effective linearization of the main results of [3]. 
The proofs of the above results are fairly easy given the existing literature 
on modular Lie algebras, standard results on maximal tori in G, and results 
from [3]. However, we note that the required group theoretic results are in 
fact based on the full classification of finite simple groups. 
1. NOTATION AND BASIC LEMMAS 
Fix a prime p > 5 and G a simple algebraic group over IF,,. Let u be a 
surjective endomorphism of G such that G = G,, is a finite group of Lie type. 
Choose a Bore1 subgroup B = g0 and Cartan subgroup E? = s0 such that 
fi < 8, and let { 0,: n E A} be the R-root subgroups of G. Then A is a root -- 
system which we order so that B= (H, U,: a E A+). As o permutes the E;i- 
root subgroups, u induces a permutation on A such that (A ‘)O = A ‘. Hence 
(T induces a graph automorphism r on the corresponding fundamental system 
7r = {a, )...) a,} of A. Extending r to a graph automorphism of G, coordinates 
may be introduced such that u = SF = Fr, with F a Frobenius endomorphism 
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satisfying the following: there is a power q of p such that oa(<)F = fln(lq) 
for all a E A and <E F, Also, F is the q-power map on H. 
Let k = F,, so that k = F,. We introduce the k-structure as follows. If 
k[G] is the affine coordinate ring of G, there is a k-form k[c] of k[G] on 
which the comorphism, fl, of F induces the q-power map. Then t is a k- 
automorphism of G, and H together with each of the H-root subgroups are 
delined over k. 
At this point we can define the Lie algebra g. Let 9 = T(G), There is a k- 
linear action of F on & (denoted F,) as follows. Given y E T(G), , cl ,..., <, in 
k, and fi ,..., f,, in k[G], let (y”*)(C &.Ji) = C &~df~)~. Composing F* with 
the differential of r we get a k-linear map u* of G. Let g = GO*. 
Since B is an isomorphism of the (abstract) group G we regard u as an 
element of the semi-direct product G(a). 
(1.1). The map @‘+Ad(g)oi, is a homomorphism of G(a) into 
Aut&j). G acts on g via Ad. 
ProoJ It will suffice to check that Ad(a- ‘go) = a; ’ Ad( jj) CJ* for each 
2 E G. So fix g E G and 3 E 3. First note that Ad(a-‘ga) = dz-’ Ad( g’;) dr, 
so that 3u* Ad( g”) = .VF, Ad(gF) dz. Imbed G k-morphically in some 
GL(B). We have 
ZF* Ad( g’) dr = (Zij) F, Ad(( gii)“) dz 
= (zip,) Ad( (gg,)) dr 
= ((g”,)-’ (f$)(f;))dz 
=.?Ad(&u, 
and the result follows. 
Set 6 = T(H), and 6, = T(u,), , for each a E C. 
(1.2) There is a direct decomposition fi = 6 @ CnEd g, such that the 
following hold: 
(i) For a E A, 9, is a l-dimensional, Ad@)-invariant subspace of fi 
a&Cording a. 
(ii) For a E A, IJ, is ad@)-invariant and aflords da. 
(iii) If a E A, then da # 0. 
(iv) If a # ,f3 E A, then da # d/l. 
(v) 6 is a Cartan subalgebra of 9. 
(vi) If !iil is an ad(b)-invariant subspace of 9, then !iil is the direct sum 
of $il n 6 with certain of the weight spaces g,, a E A. 
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Proof. For (i) see p. 397 of [I]. For (ii), (iii), and (iv), see Lemma 3.1, 
Lemma 3.2, and Lemma 5.2 of [2], respectively. Then (v) follows from (iii), 
while (vi) is an easy consequence of (iv). 
(1.3) (i) C&j) = E?. 
(ii) N&j) = N, where N = NJ@. 
ProoJ Let C = C&)“. Then C 2 e and if (? > H, then there exists some 
a E A with o= < C, But this is easily checked to be impossible (cf. (2, Proof 
of Lemma 3.21). Therefore fi = c 4 N,-(h), and since fl< ZVd(T(@),) = 
N,&), (ii) holds. If (i) fails to hold, then choose E E C&J) - B. There exists 
a E A with /I = an # a. However, calculating in $ we must have da = d/I, a 
contradiction. 
(1.4) g is a k-form of 9. 
Proof. By construction, cr* is an automorphism of the abelian group g 
such that @2)a* = pq(%*) for all p E k, .? E g one can check directly that 
I&,, I= q’, for I = dimr@) and that &,, contains a &basis of $. The result 
follows. 
2. TWISTING 
Given gE G we will write g for Ad(g), thereby regarding 2 as an 
automorphism of & Let fl= N#). Then for fi E #, iio, is a Lie ring 
automorphism of g. In this section we discuss the structure of the k-Lie 
algebra &, . 
(2.1) For iiE &, gnO, is conjugate to g under the action of c. In 
particular, &,, is a kzform of 9 and it inherits the p-structure of FJ. 
Proof. By Lang’s theorem (see 1.2.2 of [4]), there exists an element 
SE G such that n= g-lu@-‘. So by (l.l), flu* =g-‘u*g and 
s&7* = (iL*>j = SE. 
Fix iI E N. Then fi permutes the p-root subgroups of G, so %J* permutes 
the set 19 a: a E A}. We regard fiu* as permuting A and let 0, ,..., q be the 
orbits of (6~). For i = l,..., t, set 8’ = C,,ei 9,. Each 9’ is &,-invariant. 
The next result gives the decomposition of ScOo, with respect o the subalgebra 
L* * 
PROPOSITION 2.2. (i) G,-,, = h,-,, 0 9k0, 0 .** 0 3x,,. 
(ii) 6,-,, , B koTo, ,..., CjX,, are kforms of 6, fi’,..., $, respectively. 
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(iii) The subspaces giO,,..., gkO, are irreducible and pairwise 
inequivalent as fi,-,.-modules. 
(iv) For 1 <i, j< t, [g’,,,gt,] = [gigj]sO,. 
Proof: (i) is immediate from the decomposition g= 6 @ g ’ @ ... 0 $, as 
each factor is ria,-invariant. Then (ii) follows from (i) and (2.1). 
Each &,, is clearly an l&,*-submodule of gin,. Suppose that ‘9JI is a 
proper, ij,-,*-submodule of fihll,. Then (ii) implies that @ = i&I is a proper ii- 
submodule of 9’. By (1.2) (vi) a is a sum of weight spaces iem, for certain 
a E 4. However, $$ is rio,-invariant and (tiu) is transitive on q. This is 
impossible, so g&,* is irreducible. If gi,,, and fi&,, were equivalent as $,*- 
modules, then 4’ and Q’ would be equivalent as h-modules. But the weight 
spaces of fi on fi for non-zero weights are l-dimensional (by (1.2)). This 
forces 4 = q, proving (iii). 
Fix l<i, j(t and set X=Q’, u=$, X=x,,+, and Y=r,,*. If 
y E (fl + q) n d, then ke, < [XT], and since the right side is tic,-invariant, 
ij” < [B], where y E (“,. Consequently, [XF] = ij, @ g”’ @ +.a @ g”r, 
where G,<G and @m,U... u$~= (&j +q)nA. Now [XY] has k-span 
equal to [gy], while by (iii) [XV] 
the subspaces gkUib,. 
is a sum of (&,,,n [XY]) and certain of 
An application of (ii) completes the proof of (iv). 
3. TORI 
In this section we determine the maximal tori in g and obtain 
corresponding decompositions of g into generalized weight spaces. 
An element x E 9 is said to be nilpotent if xPe = 0 for some e > 0 (recall 
that fi is restricted, so the p-power map is defined). A torus of g (respectively 
3, &,,) is an abelian p-subalgebra whose i-span contains no non-zero 
nilpotent elements [5, p. 1331. 
For X one of the groups or Lie algebras under consideration, let g(X) 
denote the set of maximal tori in X. In addition, if X= c or 3, K(X), and 
a(X),* are the u-invariant or a,-invariant elements of g(X). We can now 
state 
THEOREM 3.1. (i) There is a G-equivariant bijection between g(G) 
and a(g). 
(ii) If t E a(g), then there exists ii E fl such that the pair (g, t) is G- 
conjugate to (&, , ii,,). 
(iii) The G-conjugacy classes of maximal tori in g are in bijective 
correspondence with the W-conjugacy classes lying in Wo. 
(iv) g(g) is the set of Cartan subalgebras of g. 
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Remark. By (ii) and (2.2) we see that each maximal torus of g leads to a 
decomposition of g into generalized weight spaces. 
The proof of (3.1) relies on the following lemmas. 
(3.2) Let t E E(g). Then fi E E?(g),,*. 
Proof: This follows from Theorem 4.5.18 of [4]. 
(3.3) (i) The map T- CAT)’ is a bijection between d(G) and K(G),. 
(ii) The map r-1 T(T), is a bijection between f-F(c) and a(g). 
Proof. If FE a(G),, then by definition T = T, E K(G). On the other 
hand, for T E g(G), (2.6) of [3] implies that C&T)” is an element of K(G). 
Together, these facts establish (i). For (ii) first note that a torus of g in the 
above sense is a p-torus in the sense of [ 21 and conversely @se 11.8 of [ 1 ]>, 
By Theorem 13.3 of [ 11, the elements of K(g) are all G-conjugate to b. 
Thus, T- T(T), is surjective. Injectivity follows from (1.3). 
We now complete the proof of (3.1). Fix Z E K(g)O,. By (3.3)(ii) i = ij g 
for some g E G. Hence EFu* = IV, which implies (by (1.1) and (1.3)) that 
- w-1 
8% * 
-, = fi E NAT)) = N. Therefore, (&U,)a= g and we set t = (hnV,)? 
(2.2) shows that t is a maximal torus in g and Z = ,&. 
It follows from the above paragraph that the map i -+ I,+ sends E-(g),, into 
a(g). Combining this with (1.3) (3.2), and (3.3) we conclude that the map 
T+ (T(C&T)“),)ut is a bijection between d(G) and a(g), proving (i). Also, 
the above argument shows that (ii) holds. 
It is well-known that the G-conjugacy classes of maximal tori in G are in 
bijective correspondence with the IVconjugacy classes lying in Wo (see 1.2.7 
of 131). Consequently, (iii) follows from (i). By Theorem 4.5.17 of [4], the 
Cartan subalgebras of g have the form C,(t) for t a maximal torus of g. But 
(ii) and (2.2) imply that t = K,(t), proving (iv). This completes the proof of 
(3.1). 
4. SUBGROUPS AND SUBALGEBRAS CONTAINING MAXIMAL TORI 
In this section we show how, under additional field restrictions, to assign a 
subalgebra of g to each subgroup of G containing a maximal torus. In 
addition, we extend the bijection in (3.1)(i) to a bijection between YG, the 
collection of subgroups of G generated by maximal tori, and .Y,, the 
collection of subalgebras of g containing a maximal torus. 
Throughout this section we make the necessary restrictions on q so that 
the results of [3] apply. Namely, we assume q > 13. 
Let X < G with T< X for some T E d(G). Set X0 = (TX), the normal 
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closure of T in X. In Section 10 of [3] it is shown that p is independent of 
the maximal torus T < X. Consequently, YG consists of precisely those X 
containing maximal tori and satisfying X = x0. 
(4.1) The map x+ fO is a bijection between YC and YG, where YC is 
the collection of all closed, connected, u-invariant subgroups of C? containing 
a maximal torus. 
Proof: This is Theorem (12.1) of [2]. 
Let T < X < G, with T E d(G). By (4.1) there exists a unique XE 9$ 
such that x,=X’. We set Z(X) = (T(f),),* and call I!(X) the Lie algebra 
associated with X. 
THEOREM 4.2. The map X-t I?(X) is a bijection between YG and 9,. 
Proof: The result will be established by providing a map j + G(j) from 
Y8 to YG, and showing that the maps are inverses of each other. So fix 
j E Ye and choose t E a(g) with t < j. By (3.2), f =&t is a maximal toral 
subalgebra of g. Arguing as in the proof of (3.1) we have i = bs for some 
SF G, @g-l,-’ = fi E Iv, and the pair (g, t) is conjugate via g- ’ to 
(iko* 3 ii%?,>. 
Now j”-’ is a subalgebra of &, that contains Gem*. Adopt the notation of 
Section 2. From (2.2)(i) and (iii), we conclude jg-’ = ii,-,, @ Q&,, @ ... 
0 Go:,,, for a unique subset {iI ,..? i,} of {l,..., t}. (2.2)(ii) shows that j = &j - - 
is conjugate via -g-l to IJ @ 9” @ *a* @ 9”. Set F= (H, U,: 
ce5y-J.‘. U fl,), X = yc, and X = zO. We then set G(j) = X. One checks 
that G(J) is independent of the element e. Moreover, G(i) is independent of 
the choice of t. For if t’ is another maximal torus of g, then Theorem 13.3 of 
[2] shows that f and i’ are conjugate by an element of X. Hence we have a 
well-defined map j + G(j) from Yfl to YG (use (12.1) of [3] to see that 
G(j) E %I. 
At this point we require the following facts. For fi a closed connected 
subgroup of G containing g, set d(D) = {a E A: 0, < fi}, and for j a 
subalgebra of S containing 6, set A(j) = {a E A: lee, <j}. Then 
and 
- - 
A(j) = A((H, U,: a E A@)). (**I 
In the following we sketch proofs of (*) and (* *). For (*), let I;? < 5 with fi 
closed and connected. By (2.5) of [3], o= R,@)z with 1 reductive and 
fi < 1. Also R,(s) is a product of H-root subgroups. Set A, = A@,(D)), 
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d,=d(E), and d,=d,Udz_: Then dim(fi)=dim(H)+/d,/+ld,l. Setting 
j = Tj @ CnEdo ke,, j < T(D),, and equality holds by dimension 
considerations. This proves (*). 
Now fix j, a subalgebra of 9 containing 6, and set d, = da). Then d, is a 
closed subset of A. Decompose A, into A, and A, in such a way that 
A, n -A, = 0, while A, = -A,. Then, A, is a closed subsystem of A. The 
proof of (2.11) of [3] shows that G, = (0,: a E A,) = n,,,, o,, G, is 
unipotent, and we may reorder A so that A, E A+. With such an ordering let 
u, = rLs*: c 7 
- - 
G2 = (H, U,: a E d_*), and W, the Weyl group of A,. We 
then have the usual decomposition G2 = lJWEWl HU,A, 0,. The commutator -- -- 
relations imply that G2 normalizes G,, so that (H, U,: a E Z(j)) = G, G, = -- 
U WE WI I?o, if,, 0,) where 0, = G, U, . We then verify (* *) using the Bruhat 
decomposition. 
To complete the proof let XE PG with X> T E R(G) let j E Yg with 
j > t E K(g). We must show that X = G&?(X)) and j = f?(G(j)). In the first 
case write r= fig and in the second case write i = 6% where T= Cd(T)’ 
and I = kt. In either case &~~-‘a-’ E fi. The necessary equalities follow 
easily from the definitions together with (*) and (**). 
A consequence of (4.2) is the following result which indicates how certain 
questions concerning generation by subsets of YG can be settled by passing 
to Pg. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let X, ,..., X, E &. Then 
(9 e((X, ,..., Xr)> = (WJY..~ WC>); 
(ii) (X, ,..., Xr> = G(Q-W,L 2(X,>)); 
(iii) 2(x, n ..- nx,) = e(x,)n -.. nZ(X,), provided X,n ... nx, 
E ,ipG; and 
(iv) X, n . . . n x, = G(i?(X,)n ..- nr!(X,)), provided X,n ..- nx, 
Es$. 
Proof. First note that (ii) and (iv) follow from (i) and (iii), respectively, 
using (4.2). So it suffices to prove (i) and (iii). The map X+ t(X) is 
inclusion preserving so e((X, ,..., X,)) > (2(X,) ,..., 9(X,)) and 2(X, n . . . n 
x,)~e(x,)n .-. n 2(X,). The map j -+ G(j) is also inclusion preserving, so 
Xi = G(2(Xi)) < G((i!(X,) ,..., 2(X,))), for i = l,..., r. 
G((W,L J?4x,))>, 
Hence (X, ,..., X,) < 
and passing to g we have (i). Similarly, ni P(Xi) f 
f?(Xj), for each j= l,..., r. So G(niQ(Xi)) < niXi, and hence n,P(Xi)< 
f?(n, (Xi)). This yields (iii). 
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